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Agriculture, Governments and Finance Capital

We are witnessing the more than 2 month continued protests by farmers against the recently
made farm laws, on the Delhi borders and the repression by the state. These protests are the
largest in the world, unpre-cedented and yet are peaceful, if we leave the few incidents by the
infiltrators of the ruling dispen-sation. These are neither the first, nor the last. The struggles to
safeguard Jal, Jungle, Jameen have a long history. But the recent protests are moving towards a
decisive turn. Some of the major farmer protests in the recent years are the Tamilnadu farmers
protests for water and loan waiver for 141 days; 50,000 farmers long march from Nasik to Mumbai in
2018; Karnataka farmers protests against Water laws, Adivasis protests against forest rights laws;
and the present farmers protests against the farm laws intended to grab the final and most important
thing still with the farmers, LAND.
In all these and in many other protests - garment, transportation, automobile, ASHA, etc., few things
became clear.

Government, the representative of the people, is going against its own people; Police are used as
its henchmen against their own people; Courts, the Champions of Justice, only delivering injustice to
people.

While people are agitating against the government policies and fighting with its organs, Capitalists
and International Financial Institutions are hailing the government’s moves. The picture is clear, all
the organs of the Government are working under the dictates of the Capitalist.

The Working of Finance Capital in India Finance Capital in India is operating in two ways.
1. The Capitalist identifies one of the most profitable target commodity, approaches the comprador

bourgeois, the local stooge who has strong ties with the government. The government sanctions
loan from government banks. They build infrastructure, then propose amendments to laws/new laws
for unhindered exploitation – government makes the laws either through backdoor or by brute force.

Eg: Wilmar, a Singaporean company having a monopoly in agribusiness in Asia tied up with
Adani group, the local stooge, to capture food markets, food processing and warehousing in India.
The hurdles for them are

i) they cannot stock foods beyond a certain quantity
ii) they cannot procure essential commodities and
iii) They cannot gamble with all commodities on futures markets.
iv) Government market yards (mandis) and government procurements through FCI prevents

farmers from going into their clutches
These safe guards are provided to the people through the Essential Commodities Act and through

Food Corporation of India. So, to kill FCI, they took loans from the government banks, built food
storage infrastructure, and through government, forced FCI to stop procurements. By amending the
Essential commodities act and by bringing the Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion
and Facilitation) Act and Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance
and Farm Services Act, the government ensured all the above hurdles are removed for the corporates.

Adani Agri Logistics Limited Company was provided a government loan of 700 crore to develop
Silos for FCI to store as high as 8.75 lakh metric tons food grains.

2. While the above is one way of entry of finance capital, the other one is like this.
The comprador bourgeois himself identifies one of the most profitable commodity, forces the

government arrange (the capital) loans from banks and clear any legal issues. The finance capital
then comes in and buys the stake share.

Eg: The retail market along with ecommerce is one of hugely profitable and high growth sectors
in India. Future group is the leader in this market in India with retail, wholesale, logistics and ware-
housing. Reliance acquired it for 24,713 crores, all legal issues are sorted out by the national courts
through the help of its servile government. Then finance capital from US through the companies KKR
& Co, General Atlantic made their investments; Soft bank of Japan & Carlyle group of US are waiting
to buy stake share.
Capital for the Capitalist :

Capitalist gets their capital from public wealth. Governments build every infrastructure for
capitalists, From Land to tax holidays everything is offered free. They are the first to get loans, they
are the first to get loan write offs. Moreover, every budget outlay, under whatever head it is- health,
agriculture, education- ends up in the hands of capitalists.

Capitalists enter markets only when the time is ripe, i.e., when his input costs are low and profits
are high. So he encourages govern-ments to either build the infrastructure, do the research or
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develop the required technologies or gets public funds to develop private technologies. The Inter-
national Agencies like IMF, World Bank comes into picture and provides loans with ‘structural
adjustments’. In this phase, the national governments masquerade as socialist, and constructs
multipurpose projects, public sector industries, fertilizers, pharmaceuticals etc. Once done, the
‘Structural Adjustments’ demand new legislatures to transfer these high cost public wealth to the
private players. Then through the ‘New Economic Policies’ of the national governments the transfer
begins. 2 This cycle repeats with every new sector identified by the Capitalists.
Components of
Agriculture sector:

Inputs [Seeds, Fertilizers, Pesticides, Credit, Insurance, Information]; Production/Farming -
land, water, electricity, labour; Output- Supply Chain - [Storage, Logistics]; Processing: Food
Processing, Branding; Retailing; Above all the policy reforms.

After completing monopoli-sation of all peripheral components finance capital finally focussed
on the food production and land.

Food production depends on electricity, Water and LAND. Finance Capital already got its hands
on electricity and to some extent, water – Projects. But after 2008 crisis it saw land as the new Gold
and so changed its strategy from contract farming to Corporate farming, from dictating the inputs
and output to controlling the entire farming –from inputs to production-to retailing, thus dictating
entire supply chain of agriculture sector.
Land Acquisitions:

Most of the land is already in private hands. The remaining land is in forests, protected areas
and coastal areas. These are kept aside to safeguard mankind from the wrath of Nature. To hand
them over to Capitalists, the government says it will distribute these lands to the people by amending
forest and land laws. Once legislatures are made they silently enter into the hands of corporates in
the name of people. There are legislations preventing sale of lands distributed to the minorities. All
such legislations are getting amended and full rights are given to people to ‘freely’ sell their lands to
corporates.

As the capture of entire agriculture sector is nearing, exploitation becomes intensified, the mist
clears and people can see their real enemy clearly. Farmers, identifying Ambani, Adani and IMF as
the real enemies and focussing their protests against them is the manifestation of this fact.

Finance Capital and Technology As Marx pointed out “the capitalist system runs counter to a
rational agriculture”.

Finance Capital always comes up with capital intensive technologies. Uses international
agencies and corporate media for propaganda; government pre-ssurises people to adopt to new
technology by shedding susta-inable practises. For its proliferation, it makes government offer
subsidises; Once adoption is complete, Finance capital forces government to remove sub-sidies;
People are forced into debt-traps; leave their produce and lands to the creditors. It again comes up
with new methods of exploitations.

Green Revolution: Norma Borlaug, an American scientist with funds from Ford & Rockefeller,
developed High Yield Variety seeds which are chemical-intensive, capital-intensive and fossil
fuel-intensive. The capitalist system and international agencies hailed this as a revolution in
agriculture, the Green Revolution and awarded Nobel Peace prize for Borlaug. This Industrial
agriculture, sold as the Green Revolution and the second Green Revolution to Third World countries,
enhanced crop pro-duction, proved to be un-sustainable as it damaged the environment, caused
dramatic loss of biodiversity and associated traditional knowledge, besides, the hybridization resulted
in sterile seeds, i.e., the seeds from the plants are unfit for further seeding. Thus, farmers have to
buy seeds every time. Initially governments provided subsides but once adoption is complete, they
slowly removed subsidies forcing farmers into debts.

Muhammad Yunus, a Bangladeshi economist and banker developed a concept for micro-credit
and micro-finance. In this Capitalism again saw an opportunity as a creditor. Again the cycle repeats.
It is hailed as a ‘scheme to break out of poverty’; again Nobel Peace is awarded; but the fate of
farmers further worsened, pushing them into ‘loan sharks’ like SKS Micro Finance.

The same capitalist founda-tions, Ford & Rockefeller, that funded Borlaug, created ICRISAT in
India with regional centres in Mali, Kenya, Nairobi, Malawi, Nigeria, Ethiopia & Zimbabwe. Thus the
nature of reach is very clear from the beginning –it is capital intensive.
Some Facts about the technology intensive farming

1. More than 80% of India’s water consumption is for irrigation, with the largest share taken by
chemically cultivated cash crops. For example, one acre of chemically grown sugarcane requires as
much water as would suffice 25 acres of jowar, bajra or maize. The sugar factories too consume
huge quantities. From cultivation to processing, each kilo of refined sugar needs two to three tonnes
of water.

2. In the Philippines, over 3,000 rice varieties were grown before the 1960s and reduced to two
rice varieties over 98% of cultivated area by the 80s.
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3. Global seed firms like Nuziveedu, Monsanto (now taken over by Bayer), BASF, DuPont Pioneer
ramped up the seed replacement rate for genetically-modified maize and cotton.

4. Hybrid seeds, synthetic fertilizer and pesticides, became, and continue to be, the foundation
of modern agricultural companies.

1. Contrary to the claims of agribusiness, the latest agricultural research proves that small and
mid-sized farms using sustainable agro ecological methods are much more productive and vastly
less damaging to the environment than huge industrial farms.

2. UN itself agreed that food crops have lost 75 percent of their genetic diversity since the
1900s.

Even when studies are proving its inefficacy, it is again adopted as second green revolution in
poor African  countries with their muscle and money power; when fertilizer costs went up approximately
270 percent.Role of International Agencies

After the Second World War, it became increasingly difficult for the Imperialist countries to control
Nations by physically occupying them to exploit. The solution thus came are the international agencies.
These can be broadly classified into 3 types.

1. Those that pretend to be the universal government with a ‘Humane Face’ like the UNO, WHO
FAO, ILO,etc.

2. Financial Institutions like IMF, EBRD, World Bank, etc which are the actual front of the financial
Capital to dictate nations etc.

3. UN Security Council, NATO, etc which act as ‘Big Brother’ with an Iron Heel, when the financial
institutions fails.

These organizations were created by and operate for the finance capital through their countries.
These act as a cover between the real enemy, the Imperalists and the people. Their sole intension is
to further Capitalism. When Capitalism over speeds and people start protests, these institutions
cautions it with reports and, comes as a negotiator, organizes global meets[Climate Change meet
etc.,] and tries to dilutes the movements.

It frequently organises corporate meets like The World Economic Forum etc, to sort out animosity
between capitalists and chalk out policies for global plunder. So the policies start here, reach the
National governments, amended by the national bourgeois and finally enacted by the governments.
People has no role here.

Also these institutions promote and fund AID agencies, NGO whose real purpose is to dilute the
peoples’ movements, to covert anger into appeals, to downgrade struggles, to channel the fights
into financial contributions.

These financial institutions first pull the countries into debt trap by forcefully offering huge loans,
These loans are provided only to build infrastructure to the capitalists in the name of development
projects. The terms and conditions called the ‘structural adjustments’ finally bring the countries to
the knees of these institutions, to the capitalists. They now dictate every policy of that country. Most
third-world countries are a victim of the IMF’s structural Adjustments, from India to Argentina, from
Africa to Indonesia.

Whether through IMF-World Bank structural adjustment programmes related to debt repayment
as occurred in Africa (as a continent Africa has been transformed from a net exporter to a net
importer of food), bilateral trade agreements like NAFTA and its impact on Mexico or, more generally,
deregulated global trade rules, the outcome has been similar: the devastation of traditional, indigenous
agriculture.
Those who don’t heed to these financial institutions are forced with economic sanctions by the Security
Council. The economic sanctions are more brutal and bitter than any war. But they won’t show the
devastation and destruction they caused in that country to the outer world and thus are saved from
the ire of the people of sister nations.
“Nowhere in the world, in no act of genocide, in no war, are so many people killed per minute, per
hour and per day as those who are killed by hunger and poverty on our planet.” —Fidel Castro, 1998
The History of Corporate Farming:

For much of the twentieth century farming was a poor investment for capitalists. So, in the colonies
and semi colonies they eyed the readily available commodity, fruits. They enslaved the Caribbean
nations for Banana, Sugarcane and Coffee. When the popular governments tried to take control,
they arranged coups and installed their stooges. Thus came the term ‘Banana Republic’. At one
time, the United Fruit company [now Chiquita], owned over 40% of Guatemala’s land, along with all
the banana processing plants, virtually all of the shipping ports, and most railroads of the country.

Over the continent, the USA govt, came up with the Homestead Act, 1862, to distribute land
freely to the Americans. But its actual intention is to expand the control over the continent. The Land
Grant University system, created by various Acts between 1862 and 1914, focussed on empowering
farm families with education and information. Towards the end of First World War, the Land Grant
University system shifted to developing and transferring industrial technologies. Farmers sitting on
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vast tracts of land started producing for markets leading to Factory Farming. At the same time land
steadily concentrated in fewer and fewer hands. Chemical technologies developed during World
War II facilitated the industrialization of agriculture. The small farmer, in the name of Contract farming
was consumed into the large-scale vertical integration of poultry and hog production. The remaining
big farmers vied with one another for markets by taking huge loans. By the 1980’s, the capitalist
crisis, the crisis of over production occurred. Market prices crashed. The grain they produce became
less than 1/5th of its value. Interest rates doubled overnight [7 to 18%]. Farmers were forced to
liquidate their operations and evicted from their land. There were fights at grain elevators, shootings
in local banks. The suicide rate soared. Thus the Independent American farmer was reduced to
agricultural proletariat, working to raise hogs and chicken for corporates

In the spring of 1985, farmers descended on Washington DC by the thousands, for weeks, the
protesting farmers occupied a tent on the Mall, surrounded the White House and marched along
Pennsylvania Avenue. Farmers marched hundreds of black crosses – each with the name of a
foreclosure or suicide victim. Farmer suicide [farmers, farm labourers, ranchers, fishers and lumber
harvesters] rate is higher than any other occupation, more than double that of veterans the suicide
rate for agricultural workers in 17 states was nearly five times higher compared with that in the
general population. The govern-ment has stopped collecting data on farm distress.The US farmer
suicide crisis echoes a much larger farmer suicide crisis happening globally: an Australian farmer
dies by suicide every four days; in the UK, one farmer a week takes his or her own life; in France, one
farmer dies by suicide every two days; in India, more than 270,000 farmers have died by suicide
since 1995[38 farmers die each day].
Monopolies

The hog & poultry corporati-zation in the US lead to the monopolies in the meat & feed processing
industry. Chemical Technological vestiges of the 2nd world war and green revolution lead to seeds,
fertilizer & pesticide monopolies.
Food Processing

1. JBS, Tyson Foods, Smithfield Foods and Cargill are the 4 food companies that control about
85 percent of beef production. And control nearly 70 percent of the pork market. JBS’s secured a
quarter of all of the pork bailout contracts announced to relieve American farmers. JBS and Tyson
Foods control about 40 percent of the poultry market. These companies have the “market power to
depress what they pay farmers while at the same time keeping prices higher...for consumers,”

2. Small cattle ranchers launched a social media campaign in October at a rally called “Stop the
Stealin’ “ to protest the power JBS and other large beef processors have over setting prices for cattle

3. JBS’s % increase in food sales over the last six years 195%, Tyson Foods % increase in food
sales over the last six years 145%
Feeds, Seeds, Fertilizers & Pesticides

4. By 2013, three American corporate companies namely Cargill, Archer Daniels Midland
Company (ADM) and Bunge, controlled more than 50% of the agrarian market of world through
vertical integration and contract farming.

5. Cargill is one of the world’s leading grain traders, supplying grains for feed; the second-
largest feed manufacturer in the world; and the third-largest meat processor (in food sales) in the
world. Others, like Thailand’s CP Group, China’s New Hope Liuhe and Wen’s Food Group or Brazil’s
BRF are the world’s leading feed manufacturers and meat proce-ssing giants in their own right.

6. the Big 6 (Monsanto, DuPont, Syngenta, Dow, Bayer and BASF) have consolidated into a Big
4 dominated by Bayer (Acquired Monsanto) and DowDupont (a new firm created as a result of the
Dow–DuPont merger), ChemChina(acquired Syngenta) and BASF. These four firms control more
than 60% of global proprietary seed sales. Even before the Big 4 merged, three firms (Monsanto,
Syngenta and Vilmorin) controlled 60% of the global vegetable seed market. By 2008, Monsanto’s
patented genetics alone were planted on 80% of U.S. corn acres, 86% of cotton acres and 92% of
soybean acres. Today, these percentages are even higher.

7. By 2011, these six manu-facturers[now consolidated into 4] commanded more than 76% of
global pesticide sales.

8. Monsanto, Cargill, Bayer and DuPont are best known for their control over the global seeds,
cereals and agrochemicals market, symbolizing the corporate takeover of the food system.

9. Banana: Four companies — Chiquita, Fyffes, Dole and Del Monto[whose predecessors
United Fruit Company and Standard Fruit and Steamship Company] — control more than 80
percent of the world’s banana sales.[2008] In 2014 ChiquitaFyffes were merged and control about
a third percent of the world’s export banana market. These companies have a history of human
rights violations ranging from regime change to child labor.

10. Cocoa: 83% of the world cocoa market is controlled by just three companies: Cargill, Olam,
and Barry Callebaut . These companies are accused of ravaging African countries Ivory coast where
40% of world cocoa is cultivated and Ghana. Clearing rainforests for cocoa plantation, turning protected
national parks into plantations by providing kickbags to officials. the Ivory Coast deforestation has
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pushed chimpanzees into just a few small pockets, and reduced the country’s elephant population
from several hundred thousand to about 200-400. [2008]

11. Flour Milling: Four companies – Wudeli, ADM, Ardent & Wilmar control 60% of flour milling.
Adani has tied up with wilmar.

12. ADM, Cargill and Bunge effectively control the world’s corn, which means that they alone
decide how much of each year’s crop goes to make ethanol[bio fuel], sweeteners, animal feed or
human food.

13. Five trading conglomerates dominate Japan’s food and agribusiness market: Mitsubishi,
Itochu, Mitsui, Marubeni and Sumitomo. They are involved in purchasing, processing, shipping, trading
and retail. These are moving overseas (to capture new markets) and upstream (towards production).

14. Economists say that industry lose its competitive character when the concentration ratio of
the top four firms is 40% or higher. In the agri-business, corporates long breached this limit, reached
more than 80% and became strong monopolies. Thus not only competitive character is killed but few
companies are dictating the entire food sector including what we should eat. Most firms are going for
job cuts after mergers against their promises of job, thus proving jobless growth.

This gives the agribusiness giants enormous power to set artificially low prices for the food they
purchase from farmers, and set artificially high prices to sell the same food to consumers.

The same companies exert huge control over the trade policies of First World govern-ments and
institutions like the International Monetary Fund, World Bank and World Trade Organisation.

Thus ‘laissez faire’ of capitalism created growth, development and profits to the capitalists and
destruction of environment, destitution and hunger for the vast majority.
Fate of Farmers around
the World

1. In poor countries, farmland that used to grow food for domestic consumption now grows
luxuries for the capitalist countries. Colombia, where 13% of the population is malnourished, produces
and exports 62% of all cut flowers sold in the United States. Kenya was self-sufficient in food until
about 25 years ago. Today it imports 80% of its food — and 80% of its exports are other agricultural
products. Prior to neoliberal trade rules in the mid-1990s, India was almost self-sufficient in edible
oils. Now it is importing 70% of its requirement and became the biggest importers in the world.

2. In India, over one-fifth of the population is chronically hungry and 48% of children under five
years old are malnourished. Nevertheless, India exported US$1.5 billion worth of milled rice and
$322 million worth of wheat in 2004.

3. the trade policies in place favour greater reliance on heavily processed and refined foods with
a long shelf life rather than on the consumption of fresh and more perishable foods, particularly fruit
and vegetables.

4. Since 1995, over 300,000 farmers have committed suicide and 15 million cultivators have
abandoned their fields in India.

5. India is the second largest consumer of fertilizers after China in terms of total quantity. India
depends on import to the extent of about 25% of our requirement of Urea, 90% in case of Phosphates
(either as raw material or finished fertilizers; DAP/MAP/TSP), and about 100% in case of Potash.

6. During the 2008 food crisis, the crisis created by financial capital, over 850 million people are
hungry and malnourished and 18,000 children died of hunger every day. But the fact is, there is
abundant food to feed the world, with more calories and nutrients than ever before. The food crisis
is not how to increasing production. It is social and political. Despite that, the most commonly proposed
solution to world hunger is new technology to increase food production.

7. In June 2020, under the pressure of WTO India has drastically reduced the import tax on
Maize, Milk & Milk products to 15% from 50-60% on Maize and 30-60% on different milk products.
Untill two years ago, India is the 7th largest producer and net exporter of Maize. Now it allowed 5 lakh
MT of maize and 10,000 MT of milk and milk products at reduced import rates. The government
bought imported maize for about Rs 3,200 a quintal. But it is not willing to pay its own farmers even
the MSP of Rs.1850. This lack of procurement from the government is forcing farmers to sell it at Rs.
1000-1200 and now the imports are forcing them to sell at 40% lesser prices. The farmers in Bihar
and Madhya Pradesh, the two largest corn producers in the rabi season, lost Rs. 20,000 per acre.

8. India has also reduced Masoor dal [lentil rose] import duty by 20%.
9. Any import cut will bring down the market prices which are already far less than MSP.
10. Whenever Adani lentil imports are arriving ports, government is reducing import duty. It

reducted it to 10% from 30% from june to 31 aug and again from September 18 to 31 Oct 2020.
11. India imports roughly 70 percent of its edible oil require-ment, and 40 percent of that is palm

oil. Modi government’s restrictions on import of refined palm oil from Malaysia helps domestic edible
oil manufacturers like Adani Wilmar, Emami Agrotech, Cargill, Gokul Agro Resources and Patanjali
Ayurved.

12. In Punjab and Haryana, wheat is cultivated in around 65 lakh hectares. Edible oil lobby is
trying to shift half of this wheat acreage to rapeseed/mustard by 2025.

13. Historically India has been the ‘most favoured agri-dump’ for the ‘US Big Ag.’
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14. From ‘P.L.-480’ in the 1960s to 1998 – soya was dumped on India at $200 per tonne, killing
off oilseed farmers and small processors. In 2005, 74 metric tonne of wheat was dumped as part of
the US-India agreement on agriculture, at $400 per MT from Cargill while the actual price as per FAO
is $152/MT.

15. As per GATT, developed countries had to end export and other subsidies to their farmers.
Developing countries have to remove import and export restrictions, give market access, stop price
support for farmers and dismantle public distribution systems. But EU and US, created new clauses
such as “green box” subsidies that allowed them to bypass the World Trade Organi-sation and
continue direct payments to their farmers or the ‘Big Ag’[ the new word for Agriculture Monopoly].
Like in any developing country, even in US in the name of farmers Big Ag takes grabs the major
share of subsides, loan waivers to farmers. Eg: In USA, between 1995 and 2019, the top 10% received
78% of the funds given in the name of farmers, while 62% of US farms did not receive any subsidies.
Out of the 10 top beneficiaries of farm subsidies in 2020, eight are banks or credit unions.
Contract Farming in India
 Some of the milestones in the emergence of contract farming in India included ITC s contracts with
the farmers of Andhra Pradesh for growing Virginia tobacco during the 1920s, emergence of seed
companies during the 1960s, the green revolution during the 1970s and finally the tomato farming
contracts by PepsiCo in Punjab during the 1990s. Since the Green Revolution, Government started
the largest contract farming model to encourage farmers to go for contract farming.
 Contract farming in India is done by MNCs & domestic corporates in many areas. These contract
farming companies provides inputs, technical support and finance to registered growers for a specific
crop and facilitates the sale of produce. These companies follows a consortium approach. They tie
up with banks like ICICI and SBI and with buyers of produce like HLL, Picric and Cargill.
 Tomato cultivation in Punjab & Haryana, Mushrooms in Haryana, Sunflower cultivation in Andhra
Pradesh and Karnataka, Fruits and vegetables in Tamilnadu, Maha-rashtra and Andhra Pradesh
can be given as prominent examples of contract farming.
 Most of the contracts are completely biased towards the buyer company, with the farmers becoming
completely dependent on the contracting party. Crops being focused for non-local markets related
to the processing company, the farmer loses his local market and is effectively tied to the contractor.
With higher capital borrowed from the contracting agent, the farmer is again tied to the contractor.
Private companies don’t go for any long-term agreement with farmers. Often companies flout the
terms stated in the contract, sometimes using the fine print to back out of predetermined prices.
 These firms uses technologies that yield high production but rapidly degrade the soil fertility,
pollute the environment and deplete the water tables.
 The case of Dargah Honnur village, Anantapur district is a striking example. In this district Farmers
used to grow millets for seed companies. Growing for industrial seeds is a high-water consumption
activity. The companies pay Rs. 3,800 per quintal for this seed replication [TATA Dhanya 1.5 kg
600Rs i.e, quintal 40,000 Rs]. Initially the price encouraged farmers to go for borewells. But soon the
area dried up and became arid. The area once covered by millet cultivation—has over many decades
become more and more of a desert. The seed companies moved elsewhere for greener pastures.
Now villagers can only see everyday migrations and heavy debts.
 In the 80’s and 90’s Following gradual opening of industrial sector, Pepsi was allowed for contracting
and processing of tomatoes. Pepsi could not get the trust of the farmers fully, as the contracts were
entirely tilted towards it. Also, the farmers were too dependent on Pepsi, which had the right of
refusal, while the farmers were penalised on default. Pepsi could not maintain it for long and sold it
off to HLL.
 Jamnagar Farms. – Subsidiary of Reliance Industries is a 1700 acre agri-forestry, agri-horticulture
farm set up near the RIL refinery, uses the recycled wastewater from the refinery for irrigation purposes.
It currently owns Asia’s biggest mango orchard spreading over 450 acres.
 Reliance India, sees Punjab as a goldmine for the supply of fruits and vegetables.
 PepsiCo India is developing saplings of kinnows [Hybrid oranges] in its greenhouses in Punjab.
PepsiCo has an arrangement with its vendors to grow grapes in Belgaum, and ITC’s mango and
grape business has already touched sales of Rs 50 crore (Rs 500 million). FieldFresh, A 50% Bharti
Enterprises, 40% Del Monte and 10% Rothschild, too is tying up with orchards in Maharashtra for
planting grapes and mangoes.
 BILT [along with Global Green Company, Crompton Greaves], an Avanta Group company, is
growing farm forestry for its paper pulp. i.e., the diversity of forests is reduced to 1 tree.
 Global Green Company are helping farmers in Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka grow gherkins.
 GGCL has total sales of Rs 100 crore primarily from gherkins. [donda]
 The business model is contract farming; the markets are international.
The Corporate Loot
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 In 2014, Kaveri seeds claimed 187 crore Income tax exemption showing it as agricultural income,
and Monsanto claimed 94 crore.

The Pulse Scam of 2015: Gujarat from 2013 and Maha-rashtra from 2015, both during BJPs rule
in the states, removed the stock limits on pulses. This created an organised cartel from Myanmar to
Africa.
 The cartel operated at three levels. 1. Commodity multi nationals companies - Glencore Group,
ETG Group, Edelweiss Group. 2. Domestic dealers who procured and hoarded stocks – Jindal Agro,
etc; 3. Entry operates who provides bogus bills. Adani has strong links with Glencore which has
invested in ETG.
 Importers take delivery of pulse stocks and hoard it at foreign ports; Ships from Myanmar carrying
tonnes of pulses are halted at port in Singapore; Ships coming from African continent are made to
slow down for days or reach private ports[Adani]. The stocks are hoarded in godowns in these states
as the stock limits are removed here. The aim is to create artificial scarcity in India. Adani Wilmar
through the trade syndicate ETGWorld sourced pulses internationally. It bought tur dal from
Mozambique at Rs 55 per keg and sold at a wopping Rs 175. This is the result of replacing acts like
Essential commodities act.
 In 2016, Adani’s debts are Rs. 72,000 crores which is equal to the debts of all farmers put together.
The pulse scam to the tune of 2,50,000 crore and the 1,55,380 crores earned just during covid
pandemic made him the 2nd richest man in India while the farmers are struggling to meet their ends
meet.
 Ambani earned Rs 90 crore per hour during the coronavirus pandemic. The wealth of Ambani
alone would be enough to keep 40 crore informal workers out of poverty for at least five months.
Financialization

Financialization refers to the increasingly important role that investors play in the food system.
One way the finance capital increased investments in agri-futures markets, on the other, it is acquiring
lands globally for producing and controlling agricultural commodities.

Between 2005 and the summer of 2008, the price of wheat and corn tripled, and the price of rice
climbed fivefold, spurring food riots in nearly two dozen countries and pushing 75 million more people
into poverty. But, the same year the world’s farmers reaped a record grain crop. Thus, the 2008 food
crisis is not due to food shortage. It is due to the high volatility in food prices created by the increasing
investment of finance capital in agricultural commodities futures markets via new financial derivatives.

While some countries started acquiring fertile land in poor countries for their food security, the
finance capital saw land as the new gold.
International Financial Institu-tions and Land

The World Bank, EBRD, etc., plays a pivotal role in global land acquisitions in many ways: (I) as
a source of direct financial support for investments in land; (II) as a policy adviser to developing
country governments; and (III) as a standard-setter for other investors. Its investments in agriculture
have tripled in the last decade: from $2.5bn in 2002 to $6–8bn in 2012. Its investments are often
a cause of evictions of millions of locals from their lands. One such document case is this. In
2007, indigenous people in West Kalimantan, Indonesia complained to the World Bank that a palm
oil company it supported had cut down their forest and forced them from their land.
New Land Grabs

1. In Sierra Leone, about 20 percent of the available agricultural land has been acquired by
foreign enterprises. Investors there grow oil palm, sugarcane, and food crops such as rice – most of
it for export.

Despite opposition from local farmers, the deal was struck for 50 years, with the option of extending
for another two decades. The farmers received a one-time payment of US$220 for every acre lost
and were promised education and job opportunities.

But the plantation hires few labourers, and there is no requirement to hire people from the area.
Those hired, work only on a day-to-day basis. If that was not enough, food prices also rose by 27
percent between May 2011 and May 2012, beyond the reach of much of the local population.

2. Indian corporations, with the government’s support, are getting leases to Burmese farmland
to produce lentils for exclusive export to India. Indian CEOs are also buying up Indonesian palm-oil
plantations, and are now boarding planes to Uruguay, Paraguay and Brazil to find land to grow
pulses and soya beans for export to India.

3. Many Brazilian farmers are indebted to the American corporate giant Bunge; which now has a
claim on their harvest and land.

4. In America small-scale farming families are brutally evicted from their lands and the area is
sold or leased to foreign (private) investors. The land is taken over for agro-fuel plantations just as
palm oil plantations displaced small scale farmers in Indonesia.

5. Land ownership in Europe is also highly unequal. 3% control 50% of all farmed land.
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6. In the past decade, an area of land eight times the size of the UK has been sold off globally as
land sales rapidly accelerated. This land could feed a billion people, equivalent to the number of
people who go to bed hungry each night.

7. In poor countries, foreign investors have been buying an area of land the size of London
every six days.

8. About two-thirds of foreign land investors in developing countries intend to export every-thing
they produce on the land.

9. Most of the land being sold off is in the poorest countries with the weakest protection of
people’s land rights.

10. In Cambodia, NGOs estimate that an area equivalent to between 56 and 63 per cent of all
arable land in the country has been handed out to private companies.

11. Countries where people lack adequate access to land rights, water and energy — are among
the worst performers in the annual Global Hunger Index (GHI).

All these facts show how invasive and devastating is the imperialist onslaught on the lives of our
people and the foundations of our economy. So called Green Revolution and the policies of
liberalization, privatization and globalization only brought the imperialist loot and control the rural
areas to rule to roost. They pushed the peasants into irretrievable debt trap and the whirlpool of
suicides. They ruined the peasants, took away their right to produce, deprived them from reasonable
price for their produce and above all alienated the vast masses of small and poor peasants and
adivasis from land and other means of livelihood. The Central Laws, for the repeal of which the
peasants are waging a historic struggle today, are only aimed at further intensifying the brutal onslaught
of the imperialists and their subservient Indian rulers on our people. Thus the present protest
movement, therefore, is quite essential and justified.

At the same time, we must be clear that the imperialist strangle hold cannot be broken and
ended and our Country’s agrarian economy cannot be saved and put on the road of development
and prosperity unless the present semi-feudal land relations are not thoroughly and democratically
reorganised and the land is not distributed among the people in the basis of principle of land to the
tiller. This calls for forging unity among all the democratic classes and forces under the leadership of
working-class and on the basis of worker-peasant alliance and a comprehensive Agrarian Revolution
with a New Democratic Society as our aim.

* * *


